The valuable users in online education communities identification model has broad applications and recently has received growing attention. This paper first presents an optimized removal strategy model for online education communities, and the network performance is quantitatively measured by the size of the largest connected component and " R ". Here, we introduce the tabu search into the optimal removal strategy problem to identify the valuable users. The efficiency of the proposed solution was verified by comparing it with other removal strategies used in real-world networks. Numerical experiments suggest that our solution can find the most valuable users for node failure removals, and it can be identified through global searches. Our understanding of the optimal removal strategy may also shed light on an incentive mechanism for active users and deserves additional study.
Introduction
One recent trend in education is the application of social computing and Web 2.0, as evidenced by several initiatives in the U.S. and Europe [1] [2] [3] . Therefore, the application of online educational community has been popular in recent years by integrating Web 2.0 activities into the classroom. And thanks to these platforms, the past can only be done in the classroom can now be completed online, what is more is that within educational community the use of computers has mostly been focused on enhancing learning in formal settings [4] . Nowadays, the concept of online community is constantly innovating, and it is interesting to notice that the platform not only can be used to share the knowledge and opinions [5] , but also can evaluate students' learning ability and discover which concept dose student has not well mastered. The data collected from the case [6] shows that most of the students who took part in the educational community feel that the approach of study online is exciting and rewarding.
Based on Web 2.0, online educational community's users can be active contributors rather than just passive observers. In addition, the contribution of intelligence can be used for both instructors and students to create education materials that can have great value. As more data have been generated, the intelligence will become more accurate, and it attracting a lot of researchers to analyze.
At present, most of the researches focus on the analysis of the behavior of students and the evaluation of learning ability, and the problem of identifying valuable user in online education communities is not obtained more attention, although some related works have been devoted to the study of identifying valuable user in social networking sites. For example, the series presents approaches of measuring node importance in social network analysis (SNA) [7] , and some studies focus on explore the spread of influence in social networks [8] . Many enterprises have begun to identify certain users of SNS to conduct online marketing and reputation management [9] . However, this study emphasized the importance of each node, they assume there existed the influence relationships among users in order to identify the important user. Moreover, some works have recently focused on measuring the central degree, defined as the number of links incident upon a node which people who have more ties are more likely to affect other users [10] . It draws lessons from the theory of Page Rank which is a measure originally designed to classify web pages [11] .
However, as far as we know, most studies could not identify valuable user in online education. Thus, we try efforts to solve the problem through the theory of complex network. In fact, many systems in the real world can be described as complex networks [12] [13] [14] . Examples include the Internet, metabolic networks, electric power grids, supply chains, urban road networks, the world trade web, and online community among many others. All over the online education communities, databases are collecting data concerning user's communication. This information is usually transformed into network structures in which the nodes represent the individuals in the data set and the links possible communication between these individuals. In this work, we will address the problem of identifying valuable user in online education communities by tabu search.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we first present optimization model for identifying valuable user in online education communities. In Sec. 3, we propose optimal removal strategy based on tabu search. The experiments on are shown in Sec. 4. Finally, the conclusions and discussions are presented in Sec. 5.
Optimization Model for Identifying Valuable User in Online Education Communities
Consider online education communities formalized in terms of a simple undirected graph 
Our goal is to find the optimal removal strategy * C , which maximizes the removal effect ( ) C  .The most valuable users must be the corresponding nodes which maximize the removal effect ( ) C  after their removal. There are various alternative measures of removal effect. We first consider the critical removal fraction of nodes that is required to characterize the network damage due to a removal strategy. This measure emerged from random graph theory [15] and was stimulated by Albert et al. [16] . Instead of a strict extreme property, the measure statistically considers how the removal of nodes leads to a deterioration of network performance and eventually to the disintegration of the network at a given critical removal fraction c f . The disintegration of network performance is measured in terms of the size of the giant component, where the lower the value of c f , the more destructive the removal strategy. Furthermore, because the measure of network damage c f is the critical fraction of removals at which the network completely collapses, it ignores situations in which the network suffers large damage without completely collapsing. To demonstrate the impact of a removal strategy on the networks in depth, we also consider the measure of network damage R , which is defined as [17, 18] Consequently, the optimization model of identifying valuable user in online education communities can be described as follows:
Optimal Removal Strategy Based on Tabu Search
Consider a simple example firstly. Let G be an undirected graph with 100 vertices and removal strength of 10. Although the network contains few nodes, the total number of removal strategy combinations is astronomically large, corresponding to 10 13 100 100! = 1 . 7 3 1 0 10! 90! C    . Therefore, we consider utilizing an intelligent optimization algorithm for the combinatorial optimization problem.
In most of cases, tabu search is regarded as an efficient tool for solving global optimization problems. Tabu searches use a local search or neighborhood search procedure to iteratively move from one potential solution x to an improved solution ' x in the neighborhood of x , until some a stop criterion has been satisfied. Local search procedures often stuck in poor-scoring areas or areas where scores plateau. To avoid these pitfalls and explore regions of the search space that would be left unexplored by other local search procedures, tabu search carefully explores the neighborhood of each solution as the search progresses. The solutions admitted to the new neighborhood,   * N x , are determined through the use of memory structures. Using memory structures, the search progresses by iteratively moving from the current solution x to an improved solution ' x in   * N x . These memory structures form what is known as a ''tabu list'', a set of rules and banned solutions that are used to filter the solutions admitted to the neighborhood   * N x to be explored by the search [19, 20] . Our implementation is based on a tabu search and coding of nodes. In the following section, we provide a detailed description of the optimal removal strategy algorithm.
In the following section, we introduce the optimal removal strategy. For each iteration of OAS, the neighborhood of the current solution is obtained by swap the state of two nodes randomly.
Each step of the OAS is described below: Procedure 1:(initialization of the algorithm) Set length L according to the tabu list, define the scale of the candidate solutions candidate n and the maximum iteration steps.
Procedure 2:
Generate the initial solution 0 C : Generate a vector (1, 1, 1, . .....1, 1) N C    , which means that every node is coded to be an element i x of the vector and set at a value of 1. Then choose n nodes to randomly remove to obtain the initial solution 0 C . Therefore, let the present optimal solution be * 
Procedure 5:
If the candidate solution with a minimum   S Q has not been tabooed, then set the candidate solution to now C . Or it satisfies the aspiration criterion that tabu can be disregarded if the better solution is found. In detail, the aspiration criterion means that if a swap is tabooed, however, the corresponding ( ) S Q is better than ( ) now S Q . Therefore, the swap satisfies the aspiration criterion and we will condone the swap. Then let the condoned solution be now C . Otherwise, if the candidate solution which contains swap (move) on the tabu list does not satisfy the aspiration criterion, we would choose the candidate solution with sub-optimal   S Q which has not been tabooed to be now C and add the 'best' swap about the two corresponding nodes into the tabu list. If
Next, if the tabu list is full, element will be allowed to expire, which follows the same order they are added. Procedure 6: Turn to step 3. The algorithm diagram of the OAS is presented in Fig. 1 . 
Experiments
To explore the efficiency of the OAS on the effect in depth, we performed it using our solution in real online education community named Trustie (www.trustie.net). The nodes were removed according to our optimal removal strategy, and we used c f and R as measures of network damage. The technique for computing the R is just as equation 3. As for the critical threshold c f , we choose As shown in fig.1 , the data corresponding to the real online education communities was derived from the Trustie, which includes posters and their replied users. It contains 3687 nodes and exhibits a power-law distribution. We test the efficiency of the removal strategy on such network. Besides OAS, the most traditional strategy is to select the vertices based on descending order of degrees in the initial network and then to remove the vertices one by one beginning with the vertex with the highest degree. As Holme summarized, this strategy is known as the 'ID' attack strategy, which is simply a local attack strategy. Researchers have also used the initial distribution of the betweenness to in global strategies, which we refer to as 'IB'. As more vertices are removed, the network structure changes, which leads to different distributions of the degree and the betweenness compared to the initial structure. The third attack strategy, known as ''RD removal'', uses the recalculated degree distribution at every removal step, and the fourth strategy, known as ''RB removal,'' is based on the recalculated betweenness at every step. As seen in Fig. 2 , the OAS is much more efficiency than the other removal strategies because the 'R' for the OAS is invariably the lowest. In addition, it is significantly that our solution can find the most valuable users for node failure removals and its correspondingrankingis shown in table 1 through global searches. 
Summary
In this paper, we first presents an optimized removal strategy model for online education communities, and the network performance is quantitatively measured by the size of the largest connected component and " R ". Regardless as to whether calculation or recalculate method are used, such as in degree-based and betweenness-based attacks, our solution yielded a greater degree of efficiency than other attack strategies. As presented here, we can approximate the 'best' choice for nodes failure removal through a global search. We believe that our understanding of the optimal removal strategy may also shed light on an incentive mechanism for active users and deserves additional study.
